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Abstract

emotion annotator. Hence one can argue that using training and
test sets which are at least annotated by different groups of annotators and types of annotation techniques (multi-dimensional,
categorial) is an important issue of realistic scenarios.
Substantial parts of emotional datasets are annotated with
a categorial approach. Several human labelers are usually employed for emotion annotation. The final emotional label is then
selected with a “majority voting” approach. For our experiment
we selected the VAM (VAM I + VAM II) [10] database with
spontaneous emotions. During the annotation process several
labelers were able to select one from five (-1, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5,
1) numerical values for each emotional dimension. The corresponding numerical values represent the level of emotional
intensity for each modality. Afterwards, the obtained numerical
values were processed using an evaluator weighted estimator
(EWE) [11]. We decided to use the “majority voting” approach
for parsing on different experimental datasets. During experiments we used EWE emotional labels mapped on a two-class
problem. We determined three different subsets with defined
“majority voting” winners. Afterwards we organized a crosscorpora evaluation test for each subset.
Two dimensional plots in Figure 1 display a distribution of
the emotional instances presented in the VAM datasets. EWE
estimations were mapped into valence-arousal (VA) space. The
major part of emotional instances is located in the negative valence subspace, and just few samples in negative arousal subspace correspond to the positive emotions (positive valence). A
comparable small number of the training samples for positive
valence was the main reason, why we have trained our classifier
just for the arousal discrimination task. In order to train reliable
emotional classification techniques one should have sufficient
amount of training data with reliable emotional annotation.
Fragopanagos et al. [12] state that most research efforts investigated the affective speech processing on the level of complete utterances, words, or phonetic transcription independent
chunks [13, 14]. A comparably smaller number of methods are
based on phonetic pattern modeling within emotion classification [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Several
studies already reported accuracies on multiple corpora – however, only a very few consider training on one and testing on
a different one (e.g., [27] and [28], where two and four corpora are employed, respectively). The experimental results reported in [9] showed that the phonetic pattern dependent modeling technique provides significantly better classification performance within the cross-corpora evaluations. In our research
we trained phoneme-level emotional models on acted data from
the EMO-DB [29] dataset and evaluate the obtained models on
spontaneous emotions from the different subsets of the VAM
dataset.

The combination of various types of data can significantly increase the amount of emotional material for training of more
reliable real-life emotion classifiers. There are two well-known
schemes of annotation utilized for emotional speech: multidimensional and categories-based. Multi-dimensional annotation is usually applied for labeling spontaneous emotional
events, and categorial-based annotation is used for specification of the acted ”full blown” emotional chunks. In order to
simulate real-life conditions we used a cross-corpora evaluation strategy for datasets with different schemes of emotional
annotation. Emotional models were trained on acted material
from the EMO-DB (categories based annotation) dataset and
evaluated on spontaneous data from the VAM dataset (multidimensional annotation). The best emotion classification performance was obtained on real-life emotional instances with
the most intense arousal labels provided by a majority voting
strategy (out of 17 annotators). We find that the corresponding spontaneous speech samples containing the most intensive
emotional content are comparable with acted instances. The importance of employing a larger number of emotional annotators
was finally addressed in our article.
Index Terms: emotion recognition, cross-corpora evaluation,
phoneme-level emotional models, turn-level emotional models,
emotional intensity

1. Introduction
It has been shown in [1, 2, 3] that recognizing the user’s affective state is an important issue for developing intelligent humancomputer interaction systems [4, 5, 6]. Most of these, however, require sufficient reliability, which may not be achieved
yet. When evaluating the performance of emotion recognition techniques, obtainable accuracies are often overestimated.
The main simplification that characterizes almost all emotion
classifiers performance evaluations is that systems are usually
trained and tested using the same dataset [7]. Within speakerindependent evaluations all kinds of potential mismatches between training and test data, such as different languages, acoustic channels, noises, or types of observed emotions, are usually
not considered [8]. Addressing such typical sources of mismatch all at once is hardly possible, however, we believe that a
first impression of the generalization ability of today’s emotion
classification engines can be obtained by cross-corpora evaluations. The research community could not yet specify emotional
standard units which can be easily classified and determined
by any “non-advanced” and “advanced” annotator of emotional
content [9]. As a consequence, there is no unique methodology
which defines the required professional skills of an “advanced”
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Figure 1: Distribution of high (square) and low (triangle) arousal instances in VAM I and VAM II subsets. Gray - MV{0.0}, blue MV{-0.5, 0.5}, red - MV {-1,1}.
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Figure 2: Distribution of maximal number of agreeing annotators for arousal dimension. Datasets VAM I and VAM II. Gray (bottom) MV{0.0}, blue (midle) - MV{-0.5, 0.5}, red (top) - MV {-1,1}.

2. Selected databases

tains 947 utterances with spontaneous emotions from 47 guests
of the talk show, recorded from unscripted, authentic discussions. The VAM database contains two parts VAM I (19 speakers who had been roughly classified as “very good” with respect
to the emotions conveyed) and VAM II (28 speakers who had
been roughly classified as “good” with respect to the emotions
conveyed). The speech extracted from the dialogs contains a
large number of colloquial expressions as well as non-linguistic
vocalizations and partly covers different German dialects. For
annotation of the speech data, the audio recordings were manually segmented to the utterance level, where each utterance contained at least one phrase. A large number of human labelers
were employed for annotation (17 annotators for VAM I, 6 annotators for VAM II) [10]. The labeling bases on a discrete five
point scale for three dimensions (valence, arousal, dominance)
mapped onto the interval of [-1,1]. For our evaluations, we used
only arousal measures extracted from the annotation processed
with evaluator weighted estimators (EWE). The original dimensional annotations were mapped into a two class problem (higharousal > 0 vs. low-arousal ≤ 0). For our experiments we split
VAM I and VAM II into three subsets with majority winner 0.0;
-0.5 and 0.5; -1.0 and 1.0 (later specified as MV{0.0}, MV{0.5,0.5}, MV{-1.0,1.0}). In Table 1 one can find the numbers
of emotional utterances present in the evaluated 6 subsets of

For training emotional models we selected the EMO-DB
database which covers anger, boredom, disgust, fear, joy, neutral, and sadness speaker emotions. Ten (5 male, 5 female) professional actors speak ten German sentences with emotionally
neutral linguistic meaning. For our experiment we selected utterances which have a level of naturalness not less than 60% and
a level of recognizability not less than 80%. For specification of
the emotional categories which can be modeled on the speech
material presented in both datasets, we investigated possibilities
to map the emotional states to the predominant type of general
emotion categories, namely, high- and low- arousal [9, 30].

Table 1: Overview of emotional instances in VAM
VAM I
VAM II
Subset
low
high
low
high
MV{0.0}
188
40
178
97
MV{-0.5,0.5}
54
159
78
101
MV{-1.0,1.0}
2
35
2
13
Total
244
234
258
211
The VAM database consists of 12 hours of audio-visual
recordings taken from a German TV talk show. The corpus con-
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emotional speech data. For example for the VAM I dataset and
MV{-0.5,0.5} subset we have 54 low arousal instances with
“majority voting” winner −0.5 and 159 high arousal instances
with “majority voting” winner 0.5. Figure 2 presents information about the distribution of the maximum number of agreeing
annotators for each subset of emotional speech data. VAM II
contains more data with more than half of the annotators agreeing on the same emotional label in the MV{-1.0, 1.0} subset.
On the other hand VAM II contains a comparable number of
emotional instances with determined majority voting winner:
MV{0.0} and MV{-0.5, 0.5}. The Kiel Corpus of Read Speech
[31] was used for training basic ASR acoustic models (for more
details see [9]).

timal state sequence. In this case, implemented in our current
research, the classification criteria can be expressed as:
n
o
Ωk = arg max log p(ω|ŴΩ , Mpho )p(O|ω, Mpho )
Ω
)
(
T
T
X
X
= arg max log πω1 +
log bωt (ot ) +
log aωt−1 ωt ,
Ω

where ŴΩ is an optimal phoneme sequence Ŵ build from emotional phonemes from an emotional class Ω.
Considering an initial state distribution πi , state transaction probabilities aij and observation generation probability distributions bi (ot ), we estimate two main multipliers
p(ω|ŴΩ , Mpho ) and p(O|ω, Mpho ). The first one is the
probability of passing through the optimal state sequence ω, the
second one is the probability of observing the acoustic feature
vector sequence O given the state sequence ω. These multipliers will be estimated for both emotional phoneme classes.
The estimation of the HMMs parameters is implemented in two
steps. In the first step, we estimate a basic HMMs parameter set Mubm
pho on emotionally neutral speech samples from the
Kiel Corpus of Read Speech [31]. In the second step, we adapt
Mubm
pho with combined Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
(MLLR) (32 regression class trees) + Maximum a Posteriori
(MAP) adaptation (hyper-parameter τ = 2), (a similar approach
provided an optimal recognition performance in [9, 30]). A corresponding adaptation parameter setup is used for the employed
ASR engine. We evaluate these classifiers and present the classification performance as a function of the number of GMMs
(from 2 to 32) in Section 5.
For our ASR engine we applied a continuous density
HMMs technique based on multivariate GMMs with 32 mixture
components. In order to compensate the mismatch of acoustic characteristics between neutral speech samples and affective
speech material we applied two model-based transforms: a basic MLLR with 32 regression classes and MAP with τ = 2.
Phoneme level bi-gram language models are applied in the ASR
engine for specification of the optimal state sequences ω in
equation 2. Acoustic models adapted with corresponding adaptation parameters configuration showed the best spontaneous
emotional speech recognition performance. We trained our
phoneme-level emotional models on speech samples from the
EMO-DB database. For our experiments we used equal priors:
P (“high arousal00 ) = P (“low arousal00 ) = 1/2.

In our research we applied low-level feature modeling on framelevel for emotion recognition from speech. The speech signal
is processed using a 25 ms Hamming window, with a 10 ms
shifting step. A 39 dimensional feature vector consisting of 12
MFCC and zero-order Cepstral coefficient plus delta and deltadelta (acceleration) coefficients is employed. Cepstral Mean
Subtraction (CMS) is applied to better cope with channel characteristics.

4. Emotion classifier
The implemented classification technique is based on a twostages classification process. On the first stage German phonetic
transcriptions with corresponding phoneme alignments are generated for each test utterance. During the second stage we use
the corresponding phoneme alignment for phoneme-level emotion classification. The applied classification criteria can be expressed as:

WΩk = arg max log P (O|WΩ , Mpho )
WΩ

WΩ

X

p(O, s|WΩ , Mpho )

t=1

(2)

3. Acoustic feature extraction

= arg max log

t=1

(1)

∀s

where WΩk is an emotional phoneme sequence built from
phonemes of Ωk emotional class, Mpho is a phoneme level
HMM/GMM’s parameter set, s = [s1 , s2 , . . . , sT ] is a state
sequence associated with the observation vector sequence O =
[o1 , o2 , . . . , oT ], WΩ is a possible phoneme emotion sequence
for Ω1 =“low arousal” or Ω2 =“high arousal” emotional
state in our case; P (O|WΩ ) is an emotion acoustic model for
the emotion phoneme states sequence WΩ ; P (WΩ ) is a priori
knowledge about the affective state frequency of occurrence for
the phonetic units sequence WΩ .
The HMMs parameter set Mpho consists of parameters which specify “low-arousal” and “high-arousal” emotion phonemes. Namely, the full lists of phonemes are modeled for “low-arousal” and “high-arousal” emotions, independently. Hence, 2 × 36 = 72 emotional phoneme models
are implemented for the EMO-DB database. In order to simplify the emotion classification process we decided to use a
fixed phoneme sequence Ŵ with corresponding optimal state
opt
opt
sequence ω = [sopt
1 , s2 , . . . , sT ] = [ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωT ]. To
specify a fixed phoneme sequence we used an ASR engine to
recognize phoneme sequences. With a defined optimal state sequence we could simplify the maximization task represented in
equation 1 by estimating p(O, s|WΩ , Mpho ) just for the op-

5. Experimental results
As the numbers of emotional instances in the selected speech
corpora (see Table 1) are unbalanced, we selected unweighted
average recall (UA) for specification of emotion-recognition
performances. Unweighted average recall is the sum of all
class accuracies, divided by the number of classes, without considering the number of instances per class. Figure 3 displays
recognition rates for phonetic-pattern dependent non-optimized
(an arbitrary number of GMMs) emotion classifiers trained on
acted emotional instances from EMO-DB database and evaluated on the subsets of the VAM database. Baseline results
obtained on the complete VAM datasets with optimal classifier configurations (U A = 71.92%, 31 GMMs) are illustrated
with dotted-black line. The baseline result was obtained during cross-corpora presented in [9]. The experimental results on
the VAM I dataset ( see Figure 3(a)) show that the classification
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Figure 3: Unweighted average recall rates as a function of the number of Gaussian mixture models. Emotional models are trained
on the EMO-DB dataset and evaluated on 6 VAM data subsets. Solid-red: MV {-1,1}, dashed-blue: MV{-0.5, 0.5}, dotdashed-gray:
MV{0.0}, doted-black: baseline result for optimized configuration evaluated on the complete VAM database.

performances for the MV {-1,1} and MV{-0.5, 0.5} subsets are
better in comparison with baseline results. For VAM II dataset
material we obtained outperforming classification performance
for the MV {-1,1} subset. The best classification performance
was obtained on the VAM I, MV {-1,1} subset (U A = 98.57%,
25 GMMs) and the VAM II, MV subset {-1,1} (U A = 96.15%,
25..29 GMMs).

with a larger number of annotators have better classification
performance. In order to improve the reliability of the multidimensional emotional annotation technique one should apply
EWE measures for multi-labeler annotations (at least 17 human
labelers). Creation of new well annotated (by using an approved
annotation approach like in [32]) emotional corpora [33] will
help us to make a more detailed emotional speech analysis.
We highlighted the importance of using an emotional
dataset with reliable emotional labels for training emotional
models. Emotional models trained on acted emotions from
the EMO-DB database provide more stable classification performance on spontaneous emotions. By using a majority voting strategy implemented for a large number of annotators one
could preselect the most expressive spontaneous emotions samples. By using a combined training set with acted and the most
expressive spontaneous emotional samples one could improve
the reliability of emotion classifiers.
From our perspective, detection of the high expressive
emotional events and implementation of emotion adaptive dialog management could make spoken dialog system more user
friendly. We assumed that emotional instances presented in the
VAM I dataset have more reliable emotional content marked as
“very good” by dataset developers [10]. Developers of emotional dataset should address attention to the intensity of spontaneous emotions. Detection of non-expressive emotional instances requires more data with reliable and “delicate” emotional annotation. From the other side, the emotion research
community should address the question of the applicability of
the detection of non-expressive emotions.
The emotion research community should provide a better
fundamental analysis of human emotion perception and production. With more detailed human emotion’s perception and
generation analysis the affective computing community will be
able to specify emotional standard units which can be easily determined and classified by any “advanced” and “non-advanced”
listener. This will also enable us to make our emotion classification techniques more robust.

6. Conclusions
The main outcome of our evaluation experiment (see Figure
3) is that phoneme-level emotion modeling provides outstanding classification performance on preselected spontaneous emotional samples. The selection criteria are based on a majority
voting strategy. ”Full blown” acted emotions annotated with
a categorial approach could be associated with spontaneous
emotions with majority winner for the highest possible arousal
value (-1 and 1 in our case). Our phoneme-level models outperformed baseline emotion classification performances for the
earlier mentioned three subsets VAM I, MV{-0.5, 0.5} - 203
samples; VAM I, MV {-1,1} - 37 samples; VAM II, MV {-1,1}
-13 samples. We also showed that the phoneme can be seen as
the smallest possible acoustic unit for cross-corpora classification of emotional arousal in two classes: low, high. Emotional
models trained on acted emotional speech samples from the
EMO-DB database could provide outstanding classification performance for the most expressive spontaneous emotional speech
samples from the VAM dataset.
The second important outcome was obtained during analyzing the distribution of maximal numbers of agreeing annotators
presented in Figure 2. By defining a threshold for the number of agreeing annotators for the VAM I dataset (about 8) and
the VAM II dataset (about 3) we could specify requirements
for selection of the most expressive samples. All three subsets
with outperforming classification performance contained emotional instances with level of agreement larger than the proposed
threshold.
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We obtained unexpected and notable results within crosscorpora evaluation on the most expressive spontaneous emotional speech samples. Experimental results presented in Figure
3(a) and Figure 3(b) show that emotional instances annotated
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